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•If it were disrupted, the existence
of established interests would make
its restoration well-nigh impossible."
In particular, in Chapter Three, on the advantages and
disadvantages of the common market, the Commission said;"83.

When the developments of recent years
are examined in the light of these
considerations, it seems likely that, .
although the extent to which Kenya's
extra income has been spent in the
other territories is small, it has
been large enough (if they are taken
together) to compensate them for
their purchasing from Kenya at more
than world prices - it being the
case also that they have purchased
only a part (probably about a
quarter) of Kenya's import-replacing
products."

As a result of the recommendations of the Raisman
Commission, a revenue pool was established into which
certain proportions of the tax revenue from company
profits on manufacture and finance are now paid by all
three territories; half of this is used to defray
expenditure by the Common Services Organisation and the.;
other half is distributed equally among the territories.
The effect of this arrangement, on the basis of the
1961-62 figures, would have been to redistribute an'
amount of £675,000 from Kenya to: Tanganyika (£310,000);
to Uganda -(£245,000); and to the High Commission (now
the Common Services Organisation) £12,000. These figures
have to- be thought of in relation to a total budget for
the three governments taken together of £97 millions and
a combined Gross Domestic Product of over £400 millions?
These measures, which were accepted with some reluctance
by Kenya, were clearly in the nature of a marginal
adjustment "but they succeeded in satisfying Tanganyika
and Uganda under a colonial regime.
Subsequent to the publication of the Raisman Report,
Professor A. J. Brown, who had been a member of the
Raisman Commission, wrote two articles 3
dealing in
• general with the question of gains and losses from common
market arrangements and in particular with the case of
East Africa. These articles are undoubtedly a distinguished innovation in the literature since they represent
one of the' first attempts at an empirical investigation
of the. orders of magnitude involved in the market limit
on industrial development.
In the second of these articles Professor Brown
deals explicitly with the •spread1 and 'backwash*
effects in a common market arrangement similar to that
in East Africa. Having set out his model in terms of
country A (the industrially developing country) and
country B (the rest of. the common market area) Professor
Brown works out the implications of his model using
the actual (or plausible approximations, to actual)
figures' for East Africa, with A representing Kenya and
B representing Uganda and Tanganyika combined. The
conclusion is that ."with these values the country in
which manufacturing arises to displace imports into
the free, trade area- experiences a rise in income equel
to twice the new manufacturea output, tne rest of the
area experiences a rise in income of about a tenth of
the. new manufacturing output".

-
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The ratio of the increase in B's income to the
increase in A T o new output we.shall call the net
spill-over rrtio which, in this case, is 1/10.
The value may he positive or negative according
to the magnitude of A'c marginal propensity to import
from By which Professor Brown takes as .05 as representing Kenya's marginal propensity to import from.Tanganyika
and Uganda combined.
>
This is well et^vo the critical level (0.024) at
which spill-over is zero. Although there is some
ambiguity about the calculation of the propensities in
these cases, it is reasonably clear that while Kenya's
marginal propensity to import from Uganda is slightly
higher than 0.05, that in respect of-imports from
Tanganyika is slightly below the critical level of 0.024.
In breaking down Professor Brown';s combined propensity
for Uganda and Tanganyika, we.shall therefore take the
net spill-over ratio applying to Uganda as 0.1 and we
shall put this ratio at zero for Tanganyika.
It Is now necessary to clarify exactly what these
figures represent* The Brown formula consists of two
elements. Firstly there is the income generated in
Tanganyika as a result of Kenya's expenditure on
Tanganyika's products resulting from tlie extra income
which Kenya obtains from industrialisation.
Secondly
there is the loss which Tanganyika suffers as a result
of the higher prices which she has to pay for Kenya's
goods as compared with imports from, the rest of the
world.
r
A " h.'Jv
:
It is as. between these two. elements that we conclude
that Tanganyika approximately • breaks even on "the net
spill-over effect and the''•Uganda"'gains additional income
equal to one-tenth of, the value of new industry in Kenya.
As Professor Brown says at the. conclusion .of this
section of his article, "these examples may suffice to
show the extent and the power of the -various factors
affecting the spread of prosperity which is due in the
first .instance to the growth of industry behind protective
barriers, consideration being confined so far to the
shortkiera spread which occurs through the mechanism
• of the multiplier. " /Professor Bro'wn then turns to consider
jwhst.-Will ..happen in'-the longer run '.and says that, "we are
thrown back on general theoreticai^resuap-tions-given
substance by a knowledge of some crucial orders of
magnitude". _ On the basis of such theoretical presumptions
he concludes that•"potential advantages of economic
scale much outweigh "the risks of back-wash".. This is
given as''the answer -to' the question '"whether",t'he weaker
or the later developers -among underdeveloped countries
in a free trade union will in fact get less development
of their productivity than they would have got in isolation
without membership of a union". This latter formulation
of the question is crucial and it is with the intention
of throwing some light on it in general and of giving
some indication of the orders of magnitude in the case
of East Africa that this article is written*
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TABLE 1.
Increased Tanganyika Product
Under Protection.
(1)

(111)
E2P0RTS
to
TANGAI-lYIKA

( U ) .

I. >b . T. C. KENYA INDUSTRYGROUP

£,000
203

(IV)
RATIO OF VALUE
ADDED TO GROSS
PRODUCTION

(V)
ADDITIONAL
TANGANYIKA
PRODUCT

1°

:,ooo

Canned fruit and
Vegetables

239

34

81

205

Milling

216

20

43

206

Baking

99

29

23

210

Beer

546

65

349

231/2

Textiles & Clothing

657.

44.

300

271/2

Paper

250

33

90

280

Printing

• 72

56

40

160

59

96

441

27

120

311
)
+part of)Basic Chemicals
319
rest of)Soan
31.9
313

Paints

21

77 )

331 to Clay, concrete
334
cement etc.
350
Metal Products-

681

51

346

560

35

196

Ct
23f<

£4,008

TOTAL

£1,70:

TABUS' 2.
Increased Uganda

Product

Unde r Protection
(i)
I. S« T. C.
GROUP

(ii)
KENYA INDUSTRY

(iii)
EXPORTS
to
UGANDA

(iv)
RATIO OF VALUE
ADDED TO GROSS
' PRODUCTION

£,000

*

£,000

(v)
ADDITIONAL
UGANDA
PRODUCT

202

Dairy Products

607

22

132

205

Grain Milling

517 .

20

106

206

Bakery

57

29

16

231 &
232

Textiles and clothing

396

44

174

241

Footwear
Bicycle tyres

313
110

(30)
(30)

94
33

271-2

Paper and paper. products .. 250

35

90

280

Printing
Paints

72
148

56
27

38
40

319
350

Soap
Metal Products 3

474
. 480

26
35

Total

£3,424

291°

12 3
. 168
£1,014

The assumptions behind this criterion of selection
are two-fold. Firstly; it ir assumed that products
within aii industry or -i homogeneous. This assumption
is certainly not valid'in such.industries as textiles
but it does net see:."to" the writer that it is likely
• •te - cause- m y significant- error • in the relevant "cases.
Given this, assumption, the test of "one plant's worth"
of demand i n the -a irparato markets covers, the question
of internal' •economies of scale of plant. The second
assumption' i-s that external economies of industrial
•eoneentration:..J.n;K:enya:.Qa.n be.,.offset by a "Tanganyika . .
"Tor'Uganda) tariff no higher than that of the existing
common market. How valid this assumption is can only
be discovered by detailed research on industrial location,
but in the meantime it seems plausible;'
Moreover,
the advantage of such external economies in Kenya would
diminish with industrial development in Tanganyika and'
Uganda and could be offset by tax remission in the shortrun.
We have next to calculate the increase in national
roduct which would result from development in Tanganyika
or Uganda) .of industry in substitution for the export
component of Kenya's industry. This value is arrived at
by applying'to the value of Kenya's exports the ratio of
value added to ;ross product in each industry. This ratio
is given in Col, (iv) and the value of additional product
is shown in Col. (v); this proceedure must now be explained.
Superficially it might seem that the export values in
Col. (iii) of each table.are themselves a measure of the
extra product which would be generated in Tanganyika and
Ugand.a if the domestic demand for the products of -these
industries were to be satisfied by the domestic manufacturing sector instead of by imports from. .Kenya, This
is not however the case. In the first place such valuation
.jsrould„ inv.olva.. double - count ing in- r--.3spec-t • ef--any input/output
interdependence between manufacturing industries.
In the
second . pla.ee..(.and...,much-more importantly-) ,•• -such- -a valuation
would include the value of all the inputs originating outside
Kenya's manufacturing sector. The clearest example of this
is the item Dairy Products in Table 2. Although Uganda buys
'manufactured' dairy products""from Kenya, amounting ,to
£607,000, the manufacturing -element- in- these is so low
(22 per cent) that the transfer of this "industry" to Uganda
would represent only £132,'000 unless 'Uganda could also
develop locally the agricultural sector on which, this
manufacture' is:'based and from v;hich most of the value of the
product:.-is .derived. This ratio is, moreover, typical of
the valuer-.added to gross product ratios involved; the
_.aver.£^a._r.aiio... being-.23$....in the case • of -Tanga-ayik-a—a-nd™?^
in the case .of Uganda, as shown by the ratio between the
two totals in the respective tables.
...
. „
The next element which has to be taken into'"account
is the already established pommon-market-based industry
which would not be profitable if deprived of the opportunity
to supply the whole .Wast African market, from one plant.
In the case of Kenya the. rather surprising fact is that .
in 1961 there;was only one industry which consisted of a
single plant',-namely the East African Railways and Harbours
heavy repair workshop at Nairobi-with'a-gross output of
million. . T h e concentration of this industry is clearly
determined by the integration,of the railway systems and, in
accordance with our assumption that no change is made in the
Common Services, the separation of markets is taken to have
no effect on. this industry. We conclude'therefore that th:
value-of --B-.v-is--ze-re;
-

The attempt to identify C (Common-market - based
industries in Tanganyika and .Uganda) is .mors difficult,
there being no Census of Manufacturing for Uganda and the
lates Census for Tanganyika, being 1958. Up to 1958 it .
is fairlv certain that there wns virtually no industry in
Tanganyika in this position. . Setween 1958 and 1951 (theyear to which all our other figures apply) the Bata Shoe
Company established a factory in Dar-es-Salaan specialising
on the manufacture, of plastic shoes; this plant is probably
dependent on the East African market for profitability but
it appears to be the only one. An informed guess puts the
velue added in 1961 at not more than £100,000.
. In Uganda there is the outstanding case of .Hya-nza
Textiles. This industry (one integrated plant), was
certainly only viable, when it was established in 1956,
on the basis of the whole East African'market and it is
doubtful whether in 1961 it could be -run at a profit if it
had not the Kenya market in which to sell. Although it
might continue to operate at a loss (being owned by the
Uganda. Development Corporation), we must-apply the criterion
as if, in the absence of the common market, Hytil would not
exist, involving Uganda in the loss of its contribution to tb
national aroduct. Although the gross output is of the order
of £2.3 millions the value added by the industry is only
about 35. pex cent of this, name Ty, £0.9 m i l l i o n - T h e r e
does not appear to be any other industry which depends on
the East African common market to cover the minimum profitable scale of a single plant.
We: conclude therefore that the values of C. for
• Tanganyika and Uganda respectively are £100,000 gand £900,000.
We turn now to consider D - the loss of industrial
exports from Tanganyika (or Uganda.) which would be occasioned
by Kenya's retaliation.
The effect of this is taken to be
the complete exclusion of manufactured products from
Tanganyika (or Uganda) and we thus start with the respective
values of . exaorts to Kenya amounting to £214,000 (from
Tanganyika) and £1,084,000 (from Uganda). From this we
have' to deduct footwear in Tanganyika's case and cotton
textiles in Uganda's case because the. disappearance of these
industries has already been allowed for in C. This, leaves
£167,000 and £246,000 for Tanganyika and Uganda respectively.
Applying an approximate value-added ratio of 25 per cent., we
arrive, at a value for D of £42,000 for Tanganyika and £62,000
for Uganda.
'The values "of the several variables and for the gain fror
separate markets are tabulated in Table 3- On the basis of the
criteria used and in respect of the 1961 figures, there would
be a clear gain to Tanganyika and an insignificant loss to
Uganda from leaving the common market.
TABLE 3*
1961 Gain from Separate Markets

Tanganyika

•

Uganda
n —

1 X 1 A ' iB ii c i D ii G =
! Ratio 1 £m
I £m •
£m • I £m
1
i! . •!1! i ;!
!
j 0
loo ; 4 2 i '
11,705
i
1
n
!
i
•! ° i j
!
i
1
i
ii
1
»
j\ .
1—

!• !

1
1

•

1,563

'

•. •

•

1 ! 1,014 i
j 0 I
l
!
i

A - C -x(B + A) - D
£m

62 !

900
!1
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Since then,"however, the !£aisman formular has had the
effect of redistributing revenue in favour of Tanganyika
to/the extent of £310,000"and to Uganda of £245,000
on the basis of-the 1961/62 revenue figures, which
correspond reasonably well with our' 1961 data. This
factor reduces the gain to be derived by Tanganyika
from-protection against Kenya to about one and a quarter
million pp'unds and increases Uganda's loss to about
one third1of a million pounds, without taking i.to
account any "multiplier" effects.
In the above calculations we have assumed that
either Tanganyika or Uganda is protected against Kenya
and is:retaliated against by Kenya, while the rest of
the intra-East African trade remains unchanged. If
both Uganda and Tanganyika-were to protect themselves
against Kenya- and'were'both discriminated against, the
A value in the term. X- (B + A) .would be the sum of
£1,705,000 and £1,014,000, namely £2,719,000 in both
cases.; The gain to Tanganyika would be unchanged
because x = zero, but Uganda's loss would be increased
by £96,700.
• 'V
'
• It remains to consider the effect-on Uganda and
Tanganyika when all three countries protect their own
manufacturing- industries against each other by the
complete elimi'nation._pf. the. common market. Apart
from cotton textiles the value of the net balance of
manufactured products exchanged between Tanganyika and
Uganda is insignificant, so that separation of these
markets would only affect textiles. However, the
Tanganyika market could not support an integrated
textile plant, so that the separation of the Tanganyika
and Uganda markets would not alter the position represented in Table 3.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;:xxxxxxxxxxxpxxx',"xxxxxxxx
On the basis of the above analysis of the 1961 .data
it looks a£ if Tanganyika would have been batter of
out of the common market; but before this conclusion
is drawn we.' must re-examine the question we are' trying
to answer. There are three possible ways in which the
question about the gains and losses.of the common
market might be framed. They are as followss(i)

(ii)
"

Would Tanganyika (or Uganda) have
gained by not belonging to the East
African common market in the past?

r

(iii)

Would Tanganyika (or Uganda) obtain
a short-term gain by leaving the
common market?
Would Tanganyika (or Uganda) obtain
a long-term gain by leaving, the com: on
market? •

The first•question is hypothetic since it asks
what would have happened had the relationship between
the East--African "states been "different during-some
Pr.ot
period. If w'e were' to use our estimates to
•answer this question we-•should need to make an
important qualification. This will be examined later,
but the answer could provide no guide to policy
decisions about the future. s

- 1 0 -

To the extent that these two factors operate, the
historical and -prospective gains from the common market
will not be revealed by the criterion which is used
here but which is likely to be used by politicians.
Moreover this assessment makes no allowance for
the undoubtedly large loss which would be suffered
by all members if the common services and common
monetary system were abandoned as would be most likely
in the event of the common market being broken up.
It seems important, therefore, to explore-the use
of some arrangement which will avoid the possibility
of action prompted by prospects of short-term gain from
operating against the long-term interests of the members
of common markets.
. .What is required is that there should be prior,
agreement by the governments to agree on measures to
influence industrial location within certain limits.
These limits and the conditions for a feasible solution
are given by the following requirements:
Lg

R'

G^, +

Gy

where Lg is Kenya 1 s loss from leaving the common market 5Gm
j n
emu. ^ a r Q j a n g a n yii c a t s s n d Uganda 1 s gain; and R
is the redistribution required to maintain the common
v
market.
• ..It is submitted that this proposition is capable
of generalisation to cover any common market in which
there is a clear aggregate gain combined with instability due to dissatisfaction with the distribution-of
the gain.
Moreover, v/here the magnitude of the concessions
needed for stability are not-great (as the. above
analysis suggests is so in East Africa) they could
be achieved without significant cost due to distortion
of the location 'of industries. Such arramgements,
however, require the power to direct industrial- location
to some extent and the ability of the governments to
agree on the use of such..power. Such agreement is a
minimum condition for the stability of a common market;
it is also'-the first step towards supra-territorial
planning. s
. .
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